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 HOW GOVERNMENTS MATTER TO NEW
 INDUSTRY CREATION

 IENNIFER W. SPENCER
 George Washington University

 THOMAS P. MURTHA
 STEFANIE ANN LENWAY
 University of Minnesota

 We articulate opportunities and challenges for governments and innovating firms
 operating within countries that display four types of national political institutional
 structures. We argue that corporatist and associational institutional structures influ
 ence governments' capabilities to support diffusion- and mission-oriented technology
 policies and firms' tendencies to engage in bricolage or breakthrough approaches to
 technological entrepreneurship. We then show how the relative strength of state
 institutions can amplify or compromise governments' policies and firms' innovation
 strategies.

 The new industries of the future will emerge
 from collisions of technological innovation and

 market opportunity that will assume an increas
 ingly global character over time (Murtha, Len

 way, & Hart, 2001; Spar, 2001; Vernon, 1971, 1998).
 Indeed, even the most geographically concen
 trated and apparently country-bound entrepre
 neurial communities generally comprise a di
 verse, international membership with global
 ties within and outside their regions (Murtha et
 al., 2001). Firms must reach across national bor
 ders to assemble the knowledge, complemen
 tary assets, partners, suppliers, and customers
 necessary to create new businesses (Doz, San
 tos, & Williamson, 2001). At the same time, how
 ever, the accelerating pace of industry evolution
 and the importance of speed to competitive ad
 vantage (Gomory, 1992; Nelson, 1992) continue to
 fuel the benefits of geographic proximity, partic
 ularly early in the industry emergence process.

 If national boundaries neither contain nor cir
 cumscribe all of the elements that contribute to
 new industry creation, do national governments
 matter? In what circumstances can govern
 ments, with their relatively slow-moving politi
 cal processes, implement policies relevant to

 fast-evolving industries? The answer varies
 across countries, depending on national politics
 and political institutions.

 In this article we offer a comparative frame
 work to explore how governments in developed,
 capitalist economies can help, hinder, or avoid
 doing harm to firms engaged in new industry
 creation. Our framework links countries' politi
 cal institutional structures, innovators' ap
 proaches to technological entrepreneurship,
 and governments' technology policy orienta
 tions. Because of the nascent stage of research
 development on this topic, however, we refrain
 from articulating detailed propositions.

 In recent years, scholars' views of innovation
 have shifted from an emphasis on individual
 innovators to an analysis of the emergence of
 technological innovations within interfirm net
 works and technological communities (e.g.,
 Kogut & Zander, 1996; Murtha et al., 2001; Spen
 cer, 2003). Emerging high-technology industries
 increasingly depend more on knowledge cre
 ation and acquisition processes than on owner
 ship of physical assets (Murtha et al., 2001). Re
 search suggests that as emerging industries
 become more globally integrated, knowledge
 nonetheless continues to circulate through re
 gional and national technological communities
 more readily than global ones (Almeida &
 Kogut, 1999; Spencer, 2003).

 Our perspective is compatible with frame
 works that depict technological innovation as

 We appreciate Martin Kenney and Evan Schofer for criti
 cal connections. We thank Mark Lehrer, Stephen Kobrin,
 Peter Smith Ring, and the anonymous referees for comments
 that improved the work. Any errors remain on our account.
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 fusion and mission orientations to national
 technology policy (Ergas, 1987).

 In the following section we identify relation
 ships among these constructs. We argue, on the
 one hand, that the individualism inherent in
 associational societies tends to correlate with
 breakthrough approaches to technology entrepre
 neurship, in which organizations work indepen
 dently with the primary objective of establishing
 dominance over competitors. Corporatism, on the
 other hand, tends to associate with more net
 worked bricolage approaches to technology en
 trepreneurship, in which organizations collabo
 rate and mutually adapt while they compete for
 market share. We also expect governments of
 associational societies to display tendencies to
 either engage in laissez-faire policies or to pro
 mote great technological missions that create
 common cause among a country's disparate in
 terests. In contrast, we expect corporatist societ
 ies to exhibit policy orientations that support the
 broad diffusion of technological capabilities
 within society.

 The nature of collective agency complicates
 this picture, however. In society-centric polities,
 societal demands for technological diffusion
 compromise mission-oriented policy implemen
 tation and amplify diffusion orientations. In
 state-centric polities, state authority compro
 mises diffusion-oriented policy implementation
 and amplifies mission orientations.

 After probing these relationships, we use ex
 amples from high-technology industries to eval
 uate the opportunities and challenges for firms
 and governments operating within each of four
 types of polities. Finally, we discuss implica
 tions for managers and policy makers.

 NATIONAL POLITICAL INSTITUTIONAL
 STRUCTURES

 Echoing March and Olsen, we define political
 institutional structures as "collection[s] of insti
 tutions, rules of behavior, norms, roles, physical
 arrangements, buildings and archives that are
 relatively invariant in the face of turnover of
 individuals, and relatively resilient to the idio
 syncratic preferences and expectations of indi
 viduals" (1984: 741). These political institutional
 structures and their associated policy networks
 shape the ways in which public and private
 sector actors share authority and accountability
 for resource allocation in national economies

 an evolutionary process of variation, selection,
 and retention characterized by incremental ad
 vances punctuated by occasional discontinuous
 changes (Tushman & Rosenkopf, 1992; Utterback
 & Abernathy, 1975). We see industry evolution as
 a process that involves the codevelopment of
 technology and institutions via repeated inter
 actions among a range of industry participants
 (Ruttan, 2001; Van de Ven, 1993; Van de Ven &

 Garud, 1989). As industries develop from initial
 breakthrough to commercialization and large
 scale manufacturing, the level of uncertainty in
 herent in the innovation process diminishes (Ut
 terback & Abernathy, 1975). At the same time, as
 the pace of technological evolution accelerates
 (Basalla, 1988; Diamond, 1997), the level of over
 all technological uncertainty in the environment
 likely increases.
 We adopt an institutionalist perspective

 based on the classic distinction between state
 and society (Weber, 1978). We hold, with Com
 mons (1970), that institutional arrangements em
 body collective action that constrains, guides,
 and liberates individual action. Although insti
 tutional arrangements remain relatively stable

 within countries over time, they vary consider
 ably across countries (Murtha & Lenway, 1994).
 We distinguish between the state, as a durable
 institutional structure that embodies legal insti
 tutional order within a national territory (Ben
 jamin & Duvall, 1985), and government, as a
 group of decision makers that holds state power
 for a limited tenure (Goldstein & Lenway, 1989;
 Skocpol, 1979).

 States evolve slowly, except in the face of
 sweeping social revolutions that take place
 rarely (Skocpol, 1979). Governments, however,
 come and go, bringing new initiatives and re
 pealing and reinterpreting old ones. Even when
 governments qualify as "facilitative" of inde
 pendent organizations (Pearce, 2001), the likeli
 hood they will follow through on any given pol
 icy never approaches 100 percent (Murtha, 1991,
 1993).

 In the next section we summarize the charac
 teristics of different types of national institu
 tional structures, focusing on "associational"
 versus "corporatist" structures of interest inter
 mediation and society-centric versus state
 centric bases for state authority Qepperson,
 2002). We then define "bricolage" and "break
 through" approaches to technological entrepre
 neurship (Garud & Karn0e, 2003), as well as dif
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 (Lenway & Murtha, 1994; Murtha & Lenway, 1994;
 Murtha, Spencer, & Lenway, 1996). Jepperson
 (2002) has presented a model describing four
 archetypes of political institutional structures
 based on the composition and coordination of
 country-specific policy networks embedding
 state and society. We have adapted Jepperson's
 taxonomy, in which he defines political institu
 tional structures along the two dimensions of
 "collective agency" and "organization of soci
 ety."

 Collective agency varies according to whether
 a state historically derived its authority and le
 gitimacy intrinsically or from society (see Table
 1). In state-centric polities, government steers
 and guides society and derives its authority
 from the state (Katzenstein, 1978; Krasner, 1978).
 Strong states emerged from an absolutist polit
 ical tradition in which rights that accrued to
 individuals devolved from the state. France,

 Germany, and Japan stand as contemporary ex
 amples.

 In society-centered polities, government de
 rives its authority and legitimacy as the instru

 ment and representative of "the people," in the
 form of a social contract (Hobbes, 1965; Locke,
 1980) by which individuals cede just enough
 power to allow the state to maintain political
 order. In the United States-a classic example?the
 founders split the state into executive, legisla
 tive, and judicial branches, each with oversight
 of the other, to mitigate against centralization of
 power. Katzenstein (1978) suggested that strong
 states, such as those present in France and
 Japan, give their governments a greater ability
 to pursue coherent sets of policy objectives.
 U.S. governments' capabilities in this area suf
 fer by comparison, owing to the susceptibility of
 its weaker state structures to interest group
 pressures.

 Organization of society varies according to
 whether basic units of interest representation
 comprise connections among individuals?
 associational?or among groups?corporatist
 (see Table 2). Associational views of society con
 strue collective action as individuals cooperat
 ing and competing to attain objectives that ulti

 mately reflect aggregated interests of dominant
 coalitions. Social organization and interest
 group expression are spontaneous and emer
 gent, with interest groups self-organizing to ex
 press preferences regarding specific policies. If
 the preferences of particular interests gravitate
 to extremes, pluralist political models antici
 pate that countervailing interests will emerge to
 sustain a policy equilibrium.

 In contrast, corporatist models of social or
 ganization envision a communal order in which
 formally organized interests play specified roles
 in economic policy formation and implementa
 tion. The reification of corporate structures hold
 ing distinct roles, rights, and obligations (Jep
 person, 2002) allows corporatist countries to
 more easily overcome classic collective action
 problems that can inhibit interest group longev
 ity in more associational systems (Olsen, 1971).
 Political decisions emerge from consensus
 among functionally or hierarchically defined
 groups, rather than from victory of one group
 over another. Drawing on Jepperson (2002), we
 suggest that associational societies emphasize
 individual rights and choices, whereas corporat
 ist societies emphasize collective requirements
 and duties.

 The pace of political institutional change gen
 erally lags behind the pace of technological ad
 vance, and single innovations, no matter how
 radical, are not likely to rapidly alter political
 institutions (Spar, 2001). For instance, although
 some global convergence of institutional struc

 TABLE 1
 Collective Agency (How Statist?)0

 Statist

 Authority located within relatively unified state structure
 State dominates public realm and guides societal activity
 Politics founded on pursuit of objective national interest
 Individual participation in policy formulation seen as
 partisan and unproductive

 a Descriptions adapted from Jepperson (2002).

 Societal

 Authority located in society as a whole
 Government seen as an instrument of society
 Politics dominated by interest formation, bargaining
 Individual activism helps set agenda for
 government policy
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 TABLE 2
 Organization of Society (How Corporatist?)0

 Associational  Corporatist

 Basic unit of society is individual
 Individual actors reified
 Social organization is natural, emergent
 Stress on individual rights, choices
 Majoritarian politics: winner takes all
 Bottom-up organization of interest representation

 Basic unit of society is group (organization, order, class, business
 association)
 Communal order of differentiated roles and collective functions
 reified
 Social organization is rational, planned
 Stress on collective requirements, duties
 Consensual politics: compensation for losers
 Official interest representation

 a Descriptions adapted from Murtha et al. (1996) and Jepperson (2002).

 tures is inevitable, even such a major structural
 change as European integration has not entirely
 stamped out the corporatist tendencies of many
 European countries (Jepperson, 2002). Indeed,
 Knutsen (1997) and Adams (2002) have suggested
 that many of the structures of the European
 Union itself appear consistent with corporatism.

 Our adaptation of this dimension builds on
 precedents in the management literature, in
 which scholars have discussed the impact of
 corporatist and pluralist institutions on firm/
 state strategic interaction (Hillman & Keim, 1995;
 Hillman & Hitt, 1999; Lenway & Murtha, 1994;
 Lodge, 1990; Murtha & Lenway, 1994). These con
 tributions, in turn, owe a great deal to institu
 tionalist perspectives on politics, particularly
 Katzenstein's (1978, 1984, 1985), Freeman's (1989),
 and March and Olsen's (1989).

 Approaches to Technological Entrepreneurship

 Given that the categorization of corporatist
 and associational polities reflects alternative
 assumptions about the basis for social organi
 zation, we argue that these dimensions are also
 consistent with alternative approaches to tech
 nology entrepreneurship. Garud and Karn0e
 (2003) have introduced a taxonomy that distin
 guishes between bricolage and breakthrough
 approaches. They use the term bricolage to refer
 to a mutually adaptive, collective, and gradu
 ally emergent process in which many networked
 actors proceed through a series of small wins to
 create and then improve a technology. These
 bricolage processes reflect emergent strategies
 based on informal structures similar to those

 described by Brown and Eisenhardt (1997) and
 Garud and Jain (1996).

 In breakthrough approaches, individual ac
 tors compete to achieve a technologically ele
 gant innovation in one great leap or leapfrog.
 We hasten to add that the distinction we offer
 here does not pertain to an innovation per se
 (e.g., radical versus incremental) but, rather, to
 the nature of collective action that inheres in the
 process and that, as Garud and Karn0e (2003)
 have observed, varies across communities. Un
 der bricolage, distributed actors become inter
 woven through a collective learning process.
 Breakthrough approaches involve less collabo
 ration and a more competitive process, in which
 knowledge remains primarily within the inno
 vating firm (Garud & Karn0e, 2003).

 Although elements of both collective learning
 and interfirm competition likely occur in all inno
 vative activity, we view bricolage entrepreneur
 ship as most consistent with the cooperative,
 consensual, networked aspects of corporatism.
 Preexisting relationships among firms within
 business associations and enduring social net
 works help innovators to identify and build
 trusting relationships with other organizations
 active in their emerging industry.
 We view breakthrough approaches as more

 consistent with the individualism and competi
 tiveness at the core of associationalism.

 Granovetter (1985), for example, predicted that
 firms face greater pressure to internalize eco
 nomic activities when they lack access to a
 strong network, or when conflict and opportun
 ism characterize their networks. Competition
 rather than coordination among innovating
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 firms limits their abilities to leverage external
 technological advances and may increase man
 agers' perceptions that their product will sur
 vive in the marketplace only if it stands out as a
 technological breakthrough.

 Technology Policy Orientations

 Henry Ergas (1987) has argued that developed,
 capitalist countries' technology policy orienta
 tions can be usefully described according to the
 relative dominance of mission- and diffusion
 oriented programs. He describes mission
 oriented policy orientations as "big science de
 ployed to meet big problems" (1987: 193; citing
 Weinberg, 1967). Governments implement such
 policies to achieve radical innovations in a
 small number of strategic technologies, gener
 ally "intimately linked to objectives of national
 sovereignty" (Ergas, 1987: 192), including na
 tional defense and national pride. Diffusion
 oriented technology policies aim to create a
 broad-based capacity for adjustment to techno
 logical change throughout a country's industrial
 structure, including small- and medium-size en
 terprises as well as the country's largest firms.
 Ergas classified the United States, United

 Kingdom, and France as mission-oriented coun
 tries, and he provided examples of mission
 oriented programs, including atomic energy,
 weapons, and aeronautics. The organizational
 characteristics of mission-oriented programs in
 clude a large-scale concentration of subsidies
 on a small number of firms and centralization of
 decision making within the state structure. This
 emphasis on big science within relatively few
 organizations is consistent with the individual
 istic, competitive, breakthrough approach to
 technological entrepreneurship.
 Diffusion-oriented policy approaches, which

 Ergas identified with Germany, Sweden, and
 Switzerland, rarely target specific technological
 objectives, but rely more heavily on firms' fund
 ing and decision making, as well as efforts to
 link firms to private and quasi-public research
 organizations, such as the system of specialized
 Max Planck Institutes in Germany. Incorporat
 ing medium and small enterprises into pro
 grams requires significant coordination among
 firms in supporting industries, as well as the
 promotion of cooperative research, information
 sharing, and agreements on standards. The or
 ganizational characteristics of diffusion-ori

 ented programs include the prevalence of indus
 try associations; decentralized decision making;
 and the involvement of many firms, universities,
 and other institutions.

 The extensive interaction that takes place
 within a diffusion-oriented technology policy is
 most consistent with the communal order em
 phasized in corporatist systems and lends itself
 to a bricolage approach to innovation. Garud
 and Karn0e's (2003) study of the Danish wind
 turbine industry exemplifies the influence of a
 bricolage approach along with a diffusion ori
 entation. As the technology advanced, both pro
 ducers and owners of wind turbines formed as
 sociations that significantly influenced critical
 design elements, provided testing services,
 helped turbine producers ready their products
 for government certification, and assembled
 knowledge resources for the industry as a
 whole.

 Although Ergas categorized a number of coun
 tries as mission or diffusion oriented, he ac
 knowledged the loss of information inherent in
 all taxonomies and did not assert a perfect cor
 respondence. Indeed, he found that Japan fit
 both orientations. We argue that, if anything,
 globalization has caused the typologies we
 have described to diminish over the years in
 precision as tools for categorizing countries, as
 a consequence of convergence due to demon
 stration effects and intergovernmental learning.
 But as Guillen (2001) has argued, global compe
 tition forces countries to exploit their distinctive
 strengths, creating natural limits to conver
 gence. If political institutional structures evolve
 slowly while the pace of technological advance
 accelerates, the potential increases for technol
 ogy, institutional context, and governments'
 technology policies to fall out of phase. There
 fore, an understanding of the complexities in
 herent in the relationships among these con
 structs requires a set of relatively fine-grained
 arguments, rather than a simplified articulation
 of generic propositions.

 In the remainder of this article, we show how
 each of the political institutional structures we
 outlined above poses distinctive challenges and
 opportunities for mission, diffusion, or hybrid
 policy implementation, taking into account na
 tional tendencies in approaches to technology
 entrepreneurship.
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 NATIONAL POLITICAL INSTITUTIONAL
 STRUCTURES: OPPORTUNITIES AND

 CHALLENGES

 Figure 1 summarizes a four-cell typology of
 capitalist polities that categorizes national po
 litical institutional structures and their associ
 ated policy networks along the dimensions of
 collective agency (society to state centric) and
 organization of society (associational to corpo
 ratist). These two dimensions delineate four
 types of national political institutional struc
 tures: state corporatist, social corporatist, liberal
 pluralist, and state nation. As artifacts of his
 tory, these institutional structures have arisen

 from tradition, path dependence, and historical
 accident rather than rational planning, and
 some countries exhibit the attributes of a given
 quadrant more closely than others. We describe
 exemplary features of firm/state relations within
 each category and discuss the capabilities and
 challenges of countries in each cell.

 State corporatism combines a highly central
 ized public bureaucratic apparatus with policy
 networks that include societal groups recog
 nized and legitimated by the state. Germany,
 Japan, and Korea represent this category. In Ja
 pan, relations between the state and large busi
 ness organizations have been intermediated in

 FIGURE 1
 National Political Institutional Structures: Opportunities and Challenges

 Corporate

 Organization of society
 (how corporatist?)

 Associational

 Social corporatist

 Interaction among interests
 formally organized along official
 lines
 State plays more facilitative role
 Government acts as partner, but
 does not lead new industry
 emergence
 Diffusion policy orientation and
 implementation
 Tendency for bricolage
 entrepreneurial approach reinforced

 Countries: Sweden, Denmark, Finland

 Liberal pluralist

 Relatively fragmented, issue
 focused interest groups
 Relatively weak state
 Independence and competition
 among business organizations,
 interest groups
 Tendency toward mission-oriented
 programs
 Societal demands for diffusion of
 resources can compromise mission
 policy implementation
 Tendency for breakthrough
 entrepreneurial approach can be
 compromised by resource
 fragmentation
 Countries: United States, United

 Kingdom, Australia

 State corporatist

 Centralized public bureaucratic
 apparatus
 Policy networks and societal groups
 recognized and legitimated by state
 Networks among organized social
 actors may equilibrate state centralism
 Diffusion-oriented policies capitalize on
 preexisting networks and norms of
 collaboration
 Strong state has capability to impose
 mission policy implementation
 Tendency for bricolage entrepreneurial
 approach can be compromised by
 resource targeting

 Countries: Germany, Japan

 State nation

 Indistinct boundaries between public
 and private sectors
 Political and managerial leaders tend
 to cooperate rather than act as
 adversaries
 Mission policy orientation and
 implementation
 Tendency for breakthrough approach to
 technological entrepreneurship
 reinforced

 Countries: France, Italy, Belgium

 Societal Statist
 Collective agency (how statist?)
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 the post World War II era by the sprawling Min
 istry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI, for

 merly MITI), partly in consultation with Keiden
 ren, a cross-industry association of business
 enterprises. Korea, in turn, has borrowed from
 Japan in establishing state agencies, such as
 the Ministry of Science and Technology, that
 attempt to work with business to facilitate inno
 vation and new industry emergence. The "stat
 ist" political traditions that characterize these
 polities predispose interest groups to rely on
 government authority to lead economic develop
 ment, to resolve apparent interest conflicts, and
 to prod the consensus toward innovation.

 If the authority of government begins to atro
 phy in such institutional structures while the
 structures themselves remain intact, the result
 ing vacuum can lead to economic paralysis.
 This appeared to occur in Japan during the 1990s
 and early 2000s, when the government failed to
 force the bankruptcies and corporate restructur
 ings needed to awaken the country from eco
 nomic doldrums following the collapse of over
 valued stock and real estate markets.

 Policy networks in social-corporatist political
 institutional structures?which Jepperson (2002)
 associates with the Nordic countries?also en
 compass interaction among interests formally
 organized along official lines. In contrast with
 state corporatism, however, social corporatism
 accords state authority a more facilitative than
 peremptory role in economic relations. In Swe
 den, for example, labor is organized in a central
 ized fashion along industry lines and typically
 maintains stable relations with business, with
 out formal state intervention. These relations
 have been sustained in the context of a long
 standing government commitment to full
 employment policies, and they have contributed
 to an atmosphere in which labor has taken a
 welcoming attitude toward economic ratio
 nalization and technological change (Edquist &
 Lundvall, 1993). In social-corporatist polities,
 functional competence outweighs status or hier
 archy in legitimizing a rationalized system of
 group representation (Jepperson, 2002). Well
 developed and mutually agreed on structures of
 interest representation predispose policy net

 works to encompass agreements that distribute
 benefits widely.

 In liberal-pluralist political institutional
 structures, such as the United States, United
 Kingdom, and Australia, relatively fragmented,

 issue-focused, voluntaristic, grass-roots-based
 private interest groups interpenetrate a rela
 tively weak state. Individualistic traditions lend
 themselves to entrepreneurial vitality in the pri
 vate sector. They also resolve themselves in the
 extreme as contempt for authority, exemplified
 in Australia (Jepperson, 2002), and they contrib
 ute to the type of adversarial relationship be
 tween business and government (Vogel, 1978)
 exemplified by Microsoft's early defiant pose in
 its U.S. antitrust litigation. The combination of a
 political marketplace-style organization of soci
 ety, with relatively weak and divided state
 power, can lead to a contentious style of politics
 around economic programs that pressures
 elected officials to capture benefits for their own
 constituencies. The roughly thirty West Virginia
 public institutions and infrastructure projects
 named for U.S. Senator Robert Byrd (Clines, 2002)
 illustrate one potential outcome.

 The fourth type of political institutional struc
 ture, the state nation, describes France and, to a
 lesser extent, Italy and Belgium (Jepperson,
 2002). The French polity juxtaposes the tradition
 of a strong, centralized state with the idealism
 and individualism of the French people, who
 view themselves as citizens and human beings
 above any professional or group identity. France
 has exhibited a long history of tension between
 the state and society, with state institutions re
 stricting popular political participation and in
 stead directing individuals' energies toward
 protest activities (Jepperson, 2002). The major en
 terprise sector reflects a high level of state own
 ership in comparison to most developed capital
 ist countries, including companies such as the
 car maker Renault and jet engine manufacturer
 SNECMA. Senior executives in both government
 and the private sector are drawn from the same
 elite, state-funded schools, and career paths
 tend to include both government and private
 sector service, epitomizing the symbiotic rela
 tionship between business and government
 (Chesnais, 1993).

 Contrasting Liberal Pluralism and State
 Corporatism in New Industry Emergence

 State corporatism's consensual politics,
 strong state, and embedded networks linking
 business, government, and labor suggest a well
 established infrastructure fostering exchanges
 of information and agreements about technol
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 ogy policy design and implementation. In con
 trast, liberal pluralism reflects an ideology of
 independence and competition among business
 organizations, diffusion of power within the
 state, and interest group competition over the
 benefits that government can provide. These
 features would seem to translate into relative
 strengths in state-corporatist countries for diffu
 sion-oriented policies that capitalize on preex
 isting networks and norms of collaboration. In
 contrast, we would expect liberal-pluralist coun
 tries' strengths to lie in mission-oriented pro
 grams that gain some insulation from interest
 group competition because they address press
 ing national priorities for which broad-based
 support exists within society.

 Examples of successes exist to support both
 assertions. Germany's system of industrial stan
 dardization, a quasi-public institution, is funded
 and administered primarily by industry partici
 pants but produces legally binding product
 standards across many industries (Ergas, 1987).
 This coordination lowers firms' costs by specify
 ing standards among products?for instance,
 identifying how components will fit together
 and establishing quality expectations?more
 clearly than in many other countries. It also en
 hances bricolage as an approach to technology
 entrepreneurship by lowering the transaction
 costs of joint activity. In contrast, the U.S. Man
 hattan Project to develop atomic weapons rep
 resents a classic case of a mission-oriented pol
 icy (Gomory, 1992). Other mission-oriented
 programs in the United States have contributed
 to the development of aircraft and related indus
 tries that support military objectives.
 But these relationships are not absolute. In

 particular, the strong state present under state
 corporatism can add an element of mission ori
 entation to the implementation of some policies.
 Similarly, the relative strength of society under
 liberal pluralism can create demands for the
 diffusion of knowledge in the midst of mission
 oriented programs. Either mix can lead to mis
 matches of policies and political institutional
 capabilities, with a corresponding loss of effi
 cacy in implementation. The Japanese govern
 ment, for example, has long pursued mixed pol
 icies that bring firms together in research
 consortia (a diffusion-oriented, bricolage ap
 proach) to achieve breakthrough advances (a
 mission-oriented outcome). Recent examples in
 clude the high-speed weather computer consor

 tium?an apparent success?and the Giant
 Technology Corporation's effort to develop a
 new way of coating thin-film transistors on
 glass substrates?a costly failure.

 Governments' efforts to choose players for
 consortia can result in bad bets, missed oppor
 tunities, and unintended outcomes. Sharp drew
 impetus for its foray into calculators because
 the Japanese government excluded it from an
 early computer consortium. The consortium
 failed. But Sharp succeeded in calculators, and
 its advances in calculator screens provided a
 basis for its founding role in the high-volume,
 large-format flat panel display (FPD) industry.
 Various U.S. administrations have tried to em

 ulate the success of Japanese consortia, and of
 ficials have always claimed success. But the
 causal connections between consortium activity
 and industry outcomes have, in many instances,
 remained ambiguous. The SEMATECH consor
 tium, for example, was established in 1986 in an
 effort to redress U.S. semiconductor firms' mar
 ket share losses to Japanese firms. Part of this
 loss seemed attributable to U.S. firms' failure to
 stay ahead of state-of-the-art production tech
 nologies as product generations evolved. The
 consortium plan included construction of a
 shared fabrication facility (fab), in which semi
 conductor producers, equipment manufacturers,
 and materials makers would work together in
 bricolage fashion to design and integrate new
 production technologies. This part of the plan
 fell victim to the firms' individualist competitive
 cultures, however, because producers preferred
 to retain their knowledge as proprietary. Even
 so, the consortium eventually achieved a mea
 sure of success by replacing horizontal knowl
 edge exchanges with vertical ones: it matched
 producers with equipment manufacturers to
 work together within the producers' plants
 (Young, 1994).

 In contrast, the U.S. National Flat Panel Dis
 play Initiative provides an example of a failure
 (Hart, Lenway, & Murtha, 2000; Murtha et al.,
 2001). In 1994 the United States launched the
 initiative in an effort to create a U.S. manufac
 turing infrastructure for FPDs. The government
 used national defense as a justification and an
 nounced a goal of wresting 15 percent of global
 market share from Asian producers by 2000.

 Taking a cue from the SEMATECH experience,
 the initiative established a consortium that of
 fered research subsidies to U.S. companies to
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 develop FPD fabrication equipment and materi
 als, and it required recipients to partner with
 U.S. FPD producers to design and road test their
 innovations. Unlike the semiconductor industry,
 however, no world-class, high-volume produc
 tion facilities existed in the United States. Com
 panies that accepted the subsidies but lacked
 the funds to carry out parallel projects with
 high-volume producers in Japan produced solu
 tions that performed well in R&D facilities and
 small fabs but that could not be implemented in
 the leading companies' facilities.
 The program fell far short of its objectives

 (only 1 percent of FPDs were produced on U.S.
 soil by 2000) for several reasons consistent with
 our framework. First, the defense element of the
 program's mission orientation led the most
 qualified firms to exclude themselves, because
 constraints on their ability to work with foreign
 partners would have interfered with their global
 strategies. Firms' misgivings about their gov
 ernment's ability to sustain the program were
 confirmed almost immediately, as underlying
 funding was cut when control of Congress
 passed from Democrats to Republicans.

 Second, program officials were unable to
 overcome their timidity about the political ac
 ceptability to Congress of including foreign
 firms until 1998. By this time, failure already
 seemed likely.

 Third, despite the program's mission-oriented
 goal, officials adopted a diffusion-oriented or
 ganizational structure, but they could not suc
 cessfully impose a bricolage approach on pro
 gram elements that clearly sought breakthrough
 objectives. One of two testbed grants spread
 aspects of a fabrication line, normally found
 within a single facility, across three different
 companies located on the East Coast, in the
 Midwest, and on the West Coast of the United
 States. In this instance, political competition in
 Congress prevailed over operational rationality
 (Hart et al., 2000).

 Liberal-pluralist interest competition also led
 the program to spread its grants across various
 unproven technologies and numerous small
 projects in many regions of the country. Officials
 insisted that "technology-blind" grant criteria
 placed the program above politics. This search
 for a leapfrog technology was consistent with a

 mission policy orientation and breakthrough en
 trepreneurial approach. Yet the many, mostly
 small, grants amounted to funding numerous

 small constellations of capital-starved compa
 nies pursuing breakthrough entrepreneurial ap
 proaches in isolation from one another.

 These examples illustrate pitfalls that can
 arise when liberal-pluralist and state-corporat
 ist governments attempt to design and imple

 ment policies to support industry emergence
 without taking political institutional structures
 into account. Errors and unintended conse
 quences can arise from mission-oriented poli
 cies under both institutional structures when
 governments make bets early on in the uncer
 tain industry emergence process. Collaborative
 norms and a preexisting network infrastructure
 may provide state-corporatist countries with an
 advantage in diffusion-oriented policy imple
 mentation. But strong-state systems afford gov
 ernment the discretion to substitute their own
 preferences for network and market outcomes.
 These systems perform better if governments
 use state power to generate the political will to
 refrain from such interference.

 Coherent technology policy making in liberal
 pluralist political structures requires objectives
 that reflect genuinely encompassing interests,
 in contrast to programs that aggregate particu
 lar interests by offering particularized benefits.
 Subsidies to basic research meet this criterion
 because they produce outcomes that any firm
 can use as foundations for product development,
 based on managers' perceptions of market op
 portunities.

 New Industry Emergence Under Social
 Corporatism: Network Capitalism and Weak
 States

 Social corporatism empowers governments to
 act as partners in industry emergence, but not to
 lead it. Governments have the capability to im
 plement diffusion-oriented policies that facili
 tate peer networks of firms and institutions en
 gaged in bricolage entrepreneurship, but social
 corporatist institutional structures significantly
 constrain governments from doing harm by im
 plementing technology policies that prove in
 consistent with state capabilities. Unlike state
 corporatist and liberal-pluralist models,
 governments have neither the capabilities de
 rived from power nor the incentives derived
 from interest group politics to mix diffusion and

 mission policy models. Social-corporatist inno
 vation systems exhibit strong tendencies for in
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 ternal consistency among institutional struc
 tures, technology policy orientations, and
 entrepreneurial approaches.

 Empirically, this balance may arise as a con
 sequence of the prevalence of social corpo
 ratism in relatively small countries, where com
 panies may control economic resources that
 rival those of their states. Consider Nokia, for
 example, which has, by itself, accounted for
 around 50 percent of the value of Finland's stock
 market in recent years (Pringle, 2002). Egalitar
 ian norms of partnership and facilitation, rather
 than leadership and intervention, could leave
 such countries' government officials, as Ergas
 suggests of Switzerland, at odds with the idea
 that they have any independent technology pol
 icy at all. Country-level strategies for industry
 emergence are neither consensually planned
 nor subject to capture by the highest bidder.
 Rather, they are coshaped by business and gov
 ernment.

 The influence of government cooperation is
 pervasive but contextualized. In Finland, for ex
 ample, a joint program among the remote city of
 Oulu, Oulu University, and a state-run technology
 research center established a business incubation
 program that grew to encompass over 100,000
 square meters of laboratory and office space over
 flowing with successful young businesses and
 new start-ups. Nokia's mobile telephone operation
 is only one of the many businesses born there over
 the years. Business-government partnerships
 have implemented similar centers in other parts
 of the country, with participation from govern
 ment ministries, local landowners, universities,
 and high-technology firms (Shaw, 2001).

 Garud and Karn0e's (2003) study of the wind
 turbine industry in Denmark and the United
 States provides an illustrative contrast between
 government approaches to new industry emer
 gence under social corporatism and liberal plu
 ralism. In the 1970s, national energy conserva
 tion priorities led both governments to get
 involved in the industry by establishing labs
 and subsidizing users. But their approaches dif
 fered in several key elements reflected in our
 framework.

 The Danish industry had its roots in the agri
 cultural equipment market, where suppliers de
 vised small, relatively low-technology turbines
 and sold them to individual users and co-ops.
 The producers gradually built up to higher
 capacity products through bricolage processes

 that emphasized interaction among firms, users,
 and institutions to achieve continual learning
 through trial and error. Early on, the Danish

 Wind Turbine Testing Station (DWTS) engaged
 in iterative processes of interaction with produc
 ers seeking to upgrade their products. Its influ
 ence grew when the Danish government began
 offering subsidies for turbine ownership, pro
 vided the equipment met established certifica
 tion standards. The DWTS became a critical cen
 ter of knowledge accumulation through its
 publicly available test data, and the station en
 couraged open interaction among producers
 and users to continually upgrade the technol
 ogy. By 1989 the government's subsidy programs
 had gradually been phased out, but a healthy
 industry remained. Danish firms held nearly 50
 percent of global market share in 1999, and the
 country was home to four of the largest six firms
 (Garud & Karn0e, 2003).

 In contrast, the U.S. policy toward the wind
 turbine industry sought to induce firms, through
 R&D contracts, to establish a breakthrough,
 high-technology design that would leapfrog
 Danish approaches by providing lightweight,
 novel, sophisticated alternative designs (Garud
 & Karn0e, 2003). The National Renewable Energy
 Laboratory (NREL) employed theorists to estab
 lish ideal models of wind turbine operation
 based mainly on aerospace science. But the U.S.
 aerospace-based models assumed steady-flow
 framing of wind turbulence, which did not re
 semble real conditions of use. Most of the scien
 tific testing done in the lab employed smaller,
 older wind turbine models that reflected neither
 actual production nor the challenges encoun
 tered by larger, state-of-the-art machines (Ga
 rud & Karn0e, 2003). The NREL's programs
 steadily fell behind the global industry. Firms
 pursued their own development programs, seek
 ing dramatic breakthroughs and huge leaps in
 scale of capacity. Most avoided interaction with
 each other for fear of leaking competitively
 valuable information (Garud & Karn0e, 2003).

 The design of U.S. ownership subsidies con
 tributed to a discontinuous, boom-and-bust cy
 cle of industry development. Utilities were re
 quired to buy power from independent wind
 generators at favorable rates and to sell backup
 power to wind turbine users without discrimina
 tion. Federal subsidies were set at a 15 percent
 tax credit, and California added its own pro
 grams to reach a 50 percent total credit. Many
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 wind entrepreneurs used the tax credits to de
 vise complex ownership instruments that di
 vorced production efficiencies from financial
 performance. In the resulting "California Wind
 Rush," 12,000 turbines were erected between
 1981 and 1986?95 percent of the windpower in
 stallations in the world. But in 1985 the Reagan
 administration abruptly terminated the federal
 subsidies, leading to a chain of bankruptcies. By
 1986 only one U.S. wind turbine producer re

 mained. Danish producers, also stung, retreated
 to the shelter of their domestic market, where
 they survived and eventually returned to domi
 nate global markets.
 We have seen that in liberal pluralism the

 presence of weak states may result in programs
 to support large numbers of isolated firms fol
 lowing narrow technological paths in the hope
 of achieving breakthroughs distinguishing them
 from others. Weak states may also mean that
 diffusion-oriented programs are implemented
 with a mission mindset. In state corporatism,
 companies embedded in preexisting networks
 have a better shot at leveraging diffusion
 oriented policies, but relatively strong states
 provide governments with temptations to go on
 missions that either end up as poor gambles or
 exclude important potential network members.
 Social-corporatist states may avoid either pit
 fall. The strength of society relative to the state,
 corporatist network infrastructures, and diffu
 sion-oriented technology policies combine to le
 verage bricolage approaches to technology en
 trepreneurship. Governments, even if they have
 the inclination to intervene more directly in in
 dustry emergence, do not have the political in
 stitutional structures at their disposal to sustain
 such programs.

 Industry Emergence in State Nations: State-Led
 Capitalism

 In contrast to state corporatism, countries with
 state-nation political structures lack the institu
 tionalized networks among organized social ac
 tors to balance state centralism in technology
 policy design and implementation. This ab
 sence of enduring corporatist institutional struc
 tures also stifles innovators' abilities to interact
 in the manner necessary to pursue bricolage
 approaches to innovation. In contrast to liberal
 pluralism, political and managerial leaders in
 state nations tend to form a single, hierarchi

 cally privileged class, rather than two groups
 that act as adversaries. Indistinct boundaries
 divide the public and private sectors of the econ
 omy. In contrast to the social-corporatist vision
 of the state as an extension of society, in state
 nation polities society lacks independent legiti
 macy (Jepperson, 2002). The state arrogates a
 technology entrepreneurship role for itself as a
 partner with large, oligopolistic enterprises in
 which it often also holds an ownership stake.
 Government takes a mission-oriented approach
 to technology policy, and this combination of
 strong state participation and mission orienta
 tion encourages innovating firms to pursue an
 approach to technology entrepreneurship that is
 unequivocally directed at achieving break
 throughs.
 Among industrialized countries, only France

 perfectly fits the state-nation polity form, al
 though Belgium and Italy approach it. Accord
 ing to Chesnais (1993), an important feature of
 French political and social history since the end
 of World War II has been the progressive estab
 lishment, between the state and the oligopolis
 tic core of public and private industry, of a com

 mon view of the ways of attaining economic
 growth, modernization, and military indepen
 dence through autonomous arms production,
 thus preserving France's rank in the world. Pri
 vate capital should rally round the state, accept
 its help, and use it as an instrument for indus
 trial restructuring and the channeling of finan
 cial and human resources to priority areas.

 The history of new industry creation in France
 reflects the government's dominant role, with a
 disproportionate number of innovations taking
 place in large, technology-intensive systems
 conceived with the development of break
 through innovations for public sector markets in
 view. For instance, the French government acted
 as the first large customer to enable market cre
 ation in a range of industries (Chesnais, 1993),
 including high-speed passenger trains, super
 sonic passenger jet aircraft, and the Minitel
 Videotext machine.

 Although all of these projects have proven
 technologically prestigious and industry trans
 forming, if not new-industry creating, only the
 last has proven a financial success. The nature
 of success in the self-contained world of state
 nation technology policy, however, appears
 double edged. Governments may enjoy uniquely
 unchallenged state capabilities to mobilize im
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 mense resources for focused, coordinated indus
 trial initiatives. Win or lose, however, such mo
 bilizations, by virtue of their scale, have the
 potential to crowd out other industry possibili
 ties (Florida & Kenney, 1990). They also gener
 ally produce lumpy capital assets specialized to
 a specific technological approach, which can
 create inflexibilities that retard adaptation to
 change.
 Minitel offers a case in point. France Telecom

 introduced its Minitel Videotext system in 1981,
 mainly as a means to access telephone directo
 ries. The government jump-started the system
 by purchasing and giving away five million ter
 minals. The system soon grew to provide over
 7,000 services, including directories, travel infor
 mation, bill payment, online banking, news,
 stock trading, simple advertisements, singles
 networking, and shopping. France Telecom col
 lects per-minute charges and directly invoices
 amounts due for special services or purchases
 on users' telephone bills. The service remains
 profitable and appears to have slowed the pace
 of internet adoption in France compared to other
 countries (Borzo, 2001; Tagliabue, 2001; Wired,
 1998).
 More to the point, the Minitel product platform

 was specialized to France, its special circum
 stances, and its telecommunications system.
 The platform did not establish an international
 market, nor did it create a global industry. These
 have proven salient characteristics of French
 innovations, particularly those that originate in

 military projects. Consistent with the U.S. expe
 rience (Florida & Kenney, 1990), such innova
 tions rarely, if ever, result in successful products
 for private firms to sell either at home or in
 international markets (Chesnais, 1993). In gen
 eral, managers organize their firms' incentive
 structures, communication channels, and infor
 mation-processing filters to reflect their percep
 tions of their technology and institutional envi
 ronment (Henderson & Clark, 1990). Therefore,
 when firms configure themselves based on an
 expectation of public funding and dependence
 on public procurement, they often organize
 themselves to mirror the priorities of their gov
 ernment customers and, thus, predispose them
 selves to rely on public sector clients when sell
 ing in international markets as well.

 Firm-state strategic symbiosis, government
 driven technology missions, and breakthrough
 approaches to entrepreneurship that character

 ize high-technology industries in France are
 deeply imprinted in French business culture.
 Chesnais suggests that even firms in which the
 state does not hold a financial interest "behave
 much in the same way as firms with public
 capital" (1993: 193). In the FPD industry, for ex
 ample, the French entrepreneurial start-up Pix
 Tech licensed a nonmainstream technology
 from a government lab, basing its strategy on
 the founder's confidence that it would leapfrog
 the dominant approach (Doz, Ring, Lenway, &

 Murtha, 1998). Despite incorporating in Dela
 ware and listing on the NASDAQ, management
 was at first unable to persuade officials who
 administered U.S. government R&D programs to
 qualify PixTech to participate. Five months after
 exchanging 32 percent of its outstanding stock
 for the display operations of the U.S. firm Micron
 Technologies, however, PixTech obtained a con
 tract from the U.S. Defense Advanced Research
 Projects Agency (DARPA).

 At the extreme, state-nation political institu
 tional structures offer governments a unique au
 tonomy in new industry creation to act as policy

 makers, corporate strategists, entrepreneurs,
 their own first and best customers, and, ulti

 mately, technology visionaries that can defy the
 short-sightedness of markets. As the pace of
 technological change increases, however, so
 does the danger that the industries established
 in this way will sow the seeds of national eco
 nomic decline by creating obstacles to adapta
 tion, squandering resources on prestigious
 projects for which the price of entry seems ever
 greater, and resisting participation in interna
 tional entrepreneurial communities except as a
 leading light.

 STATES' CAPABILITIES, FIRMS' CAPABILITIES,
 AND STRATEGIC OUTCOMES

 It's very difficult for government to guide indus
 try. Besides, it's old fashioned (Jae-Choon Lim,

 Ministry of Science and Industry, Republic of Ko
 rea, December 4, 1996; cited in Murtha et al., 2001:
 160).

 Political institutional structures sometimes
 constrain the set of new industry creation strat
 egies that government officials can formulate,
 and they always constrain the set of strategies
 that governments can effectively implement.
 Proactive government intervention in new in
 dustry creation, therefore, often accomplishes
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 little beyond the expenditure of taxpayers'
 money. But poorly designed and implemented
 strategies also carry a risk of inhibiting industry
 emergence within a country. Indeed, we have
 seen that, in some instances, particularly in
 globalized industries, government policy can di
 minish a country's chances of hosting critical
 value creation activities, particularly R&D and
 production. What might this imply for firms' po
 litical strategies and for management scholar
 ship in this area?
 Management scholars' attention and sophisti

 cation regarding firms' political strategy pro
 cesses have grown over the years. We may wish
 to ask ourselves how the biases acquired in our
 own national political contexts affect the appro
 priateness of our findings and prescriptions
 across the broad cross-section of countries in
 which our teaching and research carry influ
 ence. How should firms shape political strategy
 content to our times and national contexts? How
 do the political strategies of firms, narrowly con
 strued to influence national governments, inter
 act?for good or ill?in the increasingly global
 political economic context? In this article we
 have attempted to shape tools for comparative
 research that can help address these questions.

 Theorizing from the institutionalist perspec
 tive we have adopted, it is tempting to suggest
 that the relationship between government and
 the state bears an analogy to the relationship
 between a firm's management and its organiza
 tional structure. The analogy may have some

 merit, but there are many critical differences.
 One of the most important pertains to change.
 As Chandler (1962) taught us, firms' strategies
 and organizational structures are intimately re
 lated. New strategies generally require organi
 zational changes in order to be efficiently imple
 mented. In the case of states, as Skocpol (1979)
 pointed out, change unfolds slowly and hardly
 ever in a revolutionary way.
 Managers can change firms' organization

 structures much more easily and quickly than
 governments can change their states' institu
 tional structures. Policy changes that govern
 ments try to bring about can run up against
 institutional constraints by proving incompati
 ble with the capabilities inherent in existing
 state structures. The more revolutionary the pol
 icy changes, the greater the incompatibilities
 that can arise. When governments overreach the
 capabilities inherent in their states' institu

 tional structures, the resulting policies rarely
 prove sustainable, either because implementa
 tion proves too difficult or because politics in
 tervene. The flip side of the coin is a conserva
 tive bias in government policies such that they
 may often prove less adaptable than circum
 stances in a fast-changing business world
 might seem to require.

 We believe that this reality is fundamental to
 the painfully slow transition from state-led
 planning to market institutions in central Eu
 rope, and it may have a bearing on the difficul
 ties of economic development in many emerging
 economies. We also think it is an important ad
 ditional factor underlying Pearce's (2001) empir
 ical observation that governments have ap
 peared even less facilitative of independent
 economic activity in the early years of transition
 than in the later years of central planning. The
 political institutional changes necessary to sup
 port a transition to free markets and relatively
 unfettered independent business organizations
 will take many years?perhaps generations.
 Formerly communist parties drift in and out of
 power, under new labels. The "private" owner
 ship of formerly state-owned enterprises be
 comes newly vested in agencies and banks in
 which the state owns significant stock. Change
 is recombinant, rather than radical (Stark, 1996).
 The old state institutional structures continue to
 exist in parallel with the nascent market insti
 tutions. The result is increased uncertainty,

 which retards business growth.
 Nascent technologies and new industries

 have the potential to confront all states with
 similar challenges to change. In both developed
 and developing economies, policy errors can oc
 cur when governments and firms fail to recog
 nize the confrontation of new technologies with
 existing institutions but implement strategies to
 "aid" new industries anyway. In such cases, na
 tional political institutional structures, historic na
 tional technology policies, and the nature of col
 lective agency interact to confound adaptation.
 Firms and states can escape these pitfalls if

 governments implement programs that mini
 mize officials' choices in resource allocation and
 enhance the choices intermediated by markets
 (Murtha & Lenway, 1994; Murtha et al., 1996).
 Examples include support for basic research
 and, as O'Higgins (2002) has also suggested,
 programs that cultivate but do not direct the
 development of indigenous innovation networks
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 while enhancing flows of information and
 knowledge among industry participants. We
 have argued that social-corporatist states may
 have what might be called an "institutional
 comparative advantage" in designing and im
 plementing such programs. But as O'Higgins
 has shown, in applying O'Riain's (2000) model of
 the "flexible developmental state" to Ireland, it
 is possible for governments to cultivate the con
 sensual, networked partnership approaches to
 industry creation typified in social corporatism,
 at least in the context of a polity that has exhib
 ited many characteristics of liberal pluralism.

 More research is needed to understand how and
 under what conditions such institutional adap
 tation becomes possible.
 Policies that take resource allocation deci

 sions out of officials' hands and place them in
 markets, however, do not always pass the test of
 political feasibility. Firms in new industries
 sometimes demand government actions to re
 duce their entrepreneurial risk (see Murtha et
 al., 2001). It would be interesting to discover,
 empirically, how and how often firms' political
 strategies act to diminish or increase the eco
 nomic choices governments make and corre
 spondingly increase or diminish those made in
 markets. The framework discussed in this article
 may serve to derive and test clear hypotheses
 regarding this question by establishing dimen
 sions and outcomes on which cross-national
 variation might be observed.

 Firms have flexibility to design and imple
 ment diverse innovation strategies (Zahra & Co
 vin, 1993), but appeals for government assis
 tance can diminish this discretion. As Lindblom
 notes, "Governments can not command busi
 ness to perform. They must induce rather than
 command" (1977: 173). It falls to managers to
 assess the relevance of such government in
 ducements to their firms' strategies. The uncer
 tainty inherent in government technology strat
 egies contributes to wariness among corporate
 strategists charged with evaluating them. Polit
 ical strategy researchers have been relatively
 silent on the steps that managers may take to
 buffer their firms from this uncertainty (see
 Thompson, 1967). The wisest course may be for
 firms to avoid making participation in new in
 dustries contingent on government programs. If
 the programs unexpectedly end or diminish in
 funding, firms are left with compromised strat
 egies, holding assets that have lost value be

 cause they cannot easily be put to other uses
 (Murtha, 1991, 1993; Teece, 1986). Indeed, firms
 that choose to participate in government-led in
 dustry development programs sometimes be
 come so dependent that they cannot survive un
 aided (Murtha et al., 2001).

 Even if an emerging industry demonstrates
 attractive risk and commercial profiles indepen
 dent of government incentives to participate (or,
 alternatively, governments always keep their
 promises), the terms of assistance can reduce
 managerial discretion and the prospects of suc
 cess. The potential for government programs to
 do such harm grows as new industries increas
 ingly assume a global character from birth. In a

 world economy defined more by trade in knowl
 edge than trade in physical products, new in
 dustry creation requires firms to leverage their
 country-based advantages with the best learn
 ing partners, regardless of their nationalities.*
 Government industrial strategies inhibit this

 process if they strengthen incentives to partner
 with local collaborators, suppliers, and custom
 ers when more qualified partners may exist out
 side the country. In this regard, O'Higgins's Irish
 case (2002) again proves exemplary. The vital
 ization of Ireland's economy since the 1980s has
 relied on programs that do not discriminate be
 tween foreign and Irish firms. These programs
 have aggressively encouraged local innovation
 networks to develop in concert with the world
 economy, rather than in isolation from it.

 How do governments matter to new industry
 creation? We might summarize the key implica
 tions of our argument by paraphrasing the open
 ing lines of Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience"
 (2000) to suggest that "government matters most
 that governs least." But our point is more com
 plex. We have suggested that states can effec
 tively work in concert with their national entre
 preneurial cultures and the global economy to
 aid new industry creation, if their strategies
 match the distinctive characteristics of their
 own institutional structures. States are less flex
 ible than firms. As embodiments of core values

 within society, we would not wish them other
 wise. States maximize power, not profits. It re
 mains for government office holders to recognize
 the country-specific potential?and limits?of
 that power in new industry creation. The same
 should hold true for firms, managers, political
 strategists, and the academics who offer them
 counsel.
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